Abstract~ecks. A two-stage segmentation module has been proposed, namely the global segmentation stage and t e local segmentation stage. At the global segment tion stage, a courtesy amount is coarsely segmented i to sub-images according to the spatial relationships of t e conne<-"ted components. These sub-images are then rified by the recognition module and the rejected subi ages are sequentially split using contour analysis at t e local segmentation stage. Two neural network class fiers have been combined into the recognition module.
A segmentation based courtesy amount recognition (CAR) system is presented in this paper. A two-stage segmentation module has been proposed, namely the global segmentation stage and the local segmentation stage. At the global segmentation stage, a courtesy amount is coarsely segmented into sub-images according to the spatial relationships of the connected components. These sub-images are then verified by the recognition module and the rejected sub-images are sequentially split using contour analysis at the local segmentation stage. Two neural network classifiers are combined into a recognition module. The isolated digit classifier divides the input patterns into ten numeral classes ('0'-'9'), while the holistic double zeros classifier recognizes the cursive and touching double zeros. Experimental results show that the system reads 66.5% bank checks correctly at 0% misreading rate.~. Segmentation i Segmentation is one of the decision processes withiñ Icourtesy amount recognition system. Its decisions affE!ct the final results intensively since there is no way fqr the recognition module to output a correct result on at wrong segmentation hypothesis. A hypotheses-thenv~rification strategy for segmentation has then been einployed in this system. In order to provide a ratiot i 1 segmentation result, a feedback structure has been i plemented between the segmentation and recogniti n modules as shown in Figure I . The segmented st,lb-images given at the global segmentation stage are verified by the recognition module. The rejected subimages are then sent to the next stage, where the split hypotheses are verified again by the recognition modu~e.
Introduction

2~1 Global Segmentation Stage
The automation of bank check processing has become an active research field in document analysis and pattern recognition due to its commercial potential and the nature of the academic challenge it presents [6, 2] . Huge volumes of bank checks are received yearly in large corporations such as banks and utility companies. The manual processing of these checks has been a labor-intensive task, and bank check systems therefore have a wide application potential in banking institutions. Meanwhile, the complexity and variability of the courtesy amounts make automatic processing very challenging.
In this paper, we present a system for recognizing courtesy amounts handwritten on Canadian bank tionships of the connected components. An "undersegmenting" strategy has been applied and the segmentation algorithm intends to provide all possible hypotheses by separating the connected components into dynamic sub-images of variable widths if both of the following conditions are satisfied:
extracted from left to right. Next, these sub-images are removed from the original image and their children are the sub-images extracted from the remaining image, and so on. Every node in the tree represents one subimage extracted from the original image and one path from the root to the leaves presents one segmentation hypothesis. The width of each sub-image is less than a fixed threshold ti.
Local Segmentation Stage
2. The distances between the connected components in each sub-image are less than a fixed threshold t2°T
he rejected sub-images at the previous stage are subsequently sent to the local segmentation stage. At this stage, these images are resegmented into two or more sub-images according to the contour analysis. The resegmentation process performs the following functions:
By using this "undersegmentating" strategy, the correct segmentation boundary of each digit is included inside one of these sub-images. These sub-images will then be classified into two categories: isolated digits and rejected sub-images.
Nevertheless, a considerable number of segmentation hypotheses are generated by using this "undersegmentating" strategy. To reduce the storage and the processing time, a hypotheses tree has been constructed as shown in Figure 2 . Inside this tree, the root is the original image and its children are the sub-images 1. Detect the significant cootaur paints and sort them.
2. Split the digits from the string.
3. Verify the separated digits. by Strathy [5] . The method seeks to locate the entry and exit points for the cutting paths. Three types of significant contour points are studied and sorted:
1. The corner points of the outer contour, which are the points of high curvature.
2. The maximum (minimum) point of each mountain ( valley) region of the outer contour .
3. The exit points of the imaginary straight lines by extending the contour through the stroke at the concave corners in mountains and valleys.
After the significant contour points are determined, the cutting path is determined by a straight line which passes through the foreground pixels or by the contour in regions where the line passes through the background pixels. The images are then split into left and right sub-images. These two sub-images are verified by the recognition module.
Step by step, the sub-images are removed from the whole image if they are well recognized, as shown in Figure 3 . 
Recognition
The performance of the recognition module is very critical since it also plays a key role at the segmentation stage, as shown in Figure 1 . For a given segmentation hypothesis, the recognition module should provide useful feedbacks in the form of confidence values. All the hypotheses are evaluated and sorted according to these confidence values.
Recognition of unconstrained handwritten digits using multilayer perceptron (MLP) have been studied intensively due to their strong learning ability and robust performance. We therefore have chosen the MLP method to implement the recognition module. An MLP classifier has been developed for the recognition of the isolated digits ('0'-'9'), namely isolated digit classifier (IDC). On the other hand, double zeros are frequently seen in courtesy amounts, especially in the cent part. Because the cent part is usually less important, double zeros are written less carefully. Ligatures, overlaps and cursiveness cause serious difficulties in segmentation. To tackle this problem, a holistic MLP classifier, namely double zeros classifier (DZC), has been proposed to recognize the double zeros as an atomic symbol. The hierarchical structure of these two classifiers is present in Figure 4. 2. DB2: 650 double zeros from CENPARMI.lRIS check database.
3. DB3: 400 courtesy amounts from CEN-P ARMI.lRIS check database. These three databases consist of different types of test data: isolated digits, double zeros and courtesy amounts. CENP ARMI.lRIS check database has been collected from the real checks issued by different banks in the Montreal area.
Performance of Recognition
Two MLP classifiers, IDC and DZC, have been tested individually. The IDC has been tested on DBl and the DZC has been tested on DBl and DB2. In Table 1, the recognition results of the classifiers are given at 0% rejection rate. We can see that both classifiers acl1ieve high recognition rates. 
Performance of Segmentation
As mentioned in Section 2, segmentation is one of more important decision-making processes within the CAR system. We therefore provide the part of statistics specifically on the segmentation module to evaluate its performance. In Table 2 , we list experimental results for the segmentation of the courtesy amount based on DB3, where Rec(n) gives the percentage of cases for which the good segmentation is in the list of top n hypotheses. It must be noted that the good segmentation is defined as the case that punctuation marks are detected and the entire numeral string is correctly separated into isolated digits/double zeros. Hence, it is possible to provide a good recognition result.
These two MLP classifiers use the same architecture, which is summarized as follows:
1. FeatureExtraction : Set 1 consists of pixel distance features (512D), set 2 consists of pixel matrices and density features (513D).
2. Architecture: Composed of three simpler MLPs at the output level using the majority voting strategy.
3. Training: The IDC has been trained on about 450,000 isolated digits and the DZC has been trained on 50,000 isolated digits and 1,000 double zeros.
Experimental Results Table 2 . Segmentation Performance on DB3.
In this section, we present the performance tests of the recognition module, the segmentation module and the whole system. Three test databases have been used: 1. DBl: 58,646 isolated digits from NIST Test Database 1.
Experimental results show that the segmentation module achieves a significant performance. In 86.0%
